The gradient geometry-optimization procedure is reformulated in terms of redundant internal coordinates. By replacing the matrix inverse with the generalized inverse, the usual NewtonRaphson-type algorithms can be formulated in exactly the same way for redundant and nonredundant coordinates. Optimization in redundant coordinates is particularly useful for bridged polycyclic compounds and cage structures where it is difficult to define physically reasonable redundancy-free internal coordinates. This procedure, already used for the geometry optimization of porphine, C 20 N 4 H w is illustrated here at the ab initio self-consistentfield level for the four-membered ring azetidine, for bicyclo[2.2.2]octane, and for the four-ring system C I6 0 2 H w the skeleton of taxol.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important areas of applied quantum chemistry is the determination of equilibrium and transition-state structures (for a recent review, see Ref. 1) . For larger systems, geometry optimizations is only practical using analytical gradient techniques as reviewed in, e.g., Ref. 2 . Essentially all optimization methods are based on the Newton-Raphson technique, i.e., on a local quadratic approximation to the surface. The second derivatives (the Hessian) in this formalism are, however, only estimated in most cases, as their exact evaluation, especially in ab initio work, is usually not cost effective. With the recent dramatic expansion of computer power, much larger systems became tractable, and this, in tum, stimulated interest in optimization methods.
Three choices influence the efficiency of geometry optimization, measured by the number of energy and gradient evaluations needed to achieve convergence: (1) the coordinates used to describe the system, (2) the mathematical technique used for optimization, and (3) the quality of the quadratic approximation (the force constants or Hessian). At first sight, the importance of the coordinates may not be apparent. Two coordinate systems which are related by a linear transformation are equivalent in all gradient-optimization methods if the gradient vector and the Hessian are properly transformed. It has been claimed on this basis that Cartesians are equivalent,3-5 or even superior6 to valencetype internal coordinates. This reasoning 3 -5 overlooks, however, the importance of cubic and higher-order couplings. The latter are minimized in a properly chosen valence coordinate system, such as the natural internal coordinates. 7 ,8 Only toward the end of the optimization procedure, when the steps are small, do Cartesians and internal coordinates become equivalent. Cartesians may be superior to the "Zmatrix"-type internal coordinates 9 for ring systems,6 However, in our experience they are less efficient than the natural internal coordinates, particularly for flexible rings. Internal a) Permanent address: Laboratory for Theoretical Chemistry, E6tv6s L.
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coordinates, even the Z-matrix type, are invariably superior to Cartesians for open chains.
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One disadvantage of valence coordinates is that they are usually redundant, i.e., there are more coordinates than the 3N -6 required to characterize the relative positions of the nuclei. Arbitrarily omitting some valence coordinates, as in the Z-matrix method, introduces strong linear and nonlinear couplings between the coordinates. This is undesirable for geometry optimization. Our solution to this problem 7.8 has been to use a carefully selected set of coordinates which we call natural coordinates. 7 ,8 In this system, each bond is a stretching coordinate, and redundancy-free linear combinations of bond angles and torsions are used as deformational coordinates. The deformational coordinates are approximately orthogonal to local angle and ring redundancies. Similar coordinates are widely used in vibrational spectroscopy.IO Our natural internal coordinates are constructed on the basis of local pseudosymmetry. For instance, the four bonds around an Sp3 hybridized atom are considered equivalent for the purpose of defining the coordinates, and so are all torsional angles around a given bond. Ring deformation coordinates are constructed on the basis of idealized Dnh symmetry. In our opinion, natural internal coordinates reduce harmonic and anharmonic couplings between coordinates as much as possible on a purely geometrical basis, and are thus the preferred choice for organic molecules. Their main disadvantage, the substantial effort required to set them up, has been solved with a computer program which generates them automatically.
Most redundancies can be eliminated by using natural internal coordinates. However, in molecules with complex topology, in particular, in cage-type polycyclic organic compounds, it is difficult to find physically reasonable nonredundant coordinates. Similarly, large, irregular macrocycles may be too far from the ideal Dnh symmetry, and thus the ring coordinates may not work best. In these cases, it is difficult to find a good alternative to using redundant valencetype coordinates. In this paper, we describe how the usual gradient-optimization techniques can be generalized to handle redundant coordinates directly.
The first method known to us which could use redundant coordinates in geometry relaxation was the normal coordinate relaxation method of Sellers et al. II This method used a force field, usually expressed in redundant internal coordinates, to determine the approximate normal coordinates. Geometry relaxation was carried out in normal coordinates which automatically eliminated redundancies. This is, however, a disadvantage of their method as the optimization is less efficient in rectilinear coordinates than in proper curvilinear ones. The first contribution which strongly emphasized the utility of redundant coordinates in geometry optimization is due to Schlegel,12 although Sellers et al. also stress this point in their second paper. Schlegel realized that the strong-coupling terms in the potential function, which arise in ring systems using Z-matrix-type coordinates, can be estimated by setting up an approximate quadratic potential function in redundant valence coordinates, and transforming this to a nonredundant (e.g., Z matrix) set. A similar transformation program (FCT, force-constant transformation) has been in use in our group since the mid1970s; it was briefly described earlier.
•
14 The purpose of FCT was to transform vibrational force fields between different internal or Cartesian coordinate systems, including the redundant Urey-Bradley type. A disadvantage of the transformation method 12 is the need to specify two sets of coordinates, and the fact that the transformation itself should be repeated, in principle, in every step if the geometry changes significantly.
We describe here a method which is fully automatic, avoids the explicit use of intermediate coordinate systems, and is fully analogous to the methods widely used in optimizing geometries in nonredundant coordinates. This method has been included in our ab initio suite of programs TX90. 15 However, it should be useful both for semiempirical quantum chemical methods, and also for empirical force fields. The latter are usually defined originally in terms of a highly redundant set of variables. We assume that most of these methods carry out the optimization itself in Cartesians. Optimizing directly in redundant parameters will probably improve convergence enough to offset overhead from the larger size of the matrices.
II. THEORY
The first difficulty in working with redundant coordinates is the suitable definition of the force (or gradient) vector. The usual definition, in terms of partial derivatives of the energy, is obviously not applicable. Let us consider a set of redundant internal displacement coordinates q = (ql ,q2 ,···,qn + r) T. They are related to the Cartesian displacement coordinates X through the familiar B matrix: 10, 16 q=BX.
(1)
In the case of redundancy, the rows ofB are linearly dependent. The redundancy condition can be easily determined by diagonalizing the matrix G, defined as
In Eq. (2), u is an arbitrary nonsingular matrix, usually the unit matrix. Ifu is a diagonal matrix, consisting of triplets of inverse nuclear masses, then this is identical to the spectroscopic G matrix. to The eigenvalue equation of G,
has n nonzero eigenvalues A and r (numerically) zero eigenvalues corresponding to the redundancies. In the general case, n = 3N -6, where N is the number of nuclei. K consists of the first n eigenvectors of G, corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues; K is an (n + r) X n matrix. Similarly, L consists of the r redundant eigenvectors of G which correspond to the zero eigenvalues. A set of n nonredundant coordinates can be defined as Q=KTq, along with the redundant coordinates R, R=LTq. (4) ( 5) It is straightforward to transform 17 the Cartesian force vector f to forces ell expressed in the nonredundant coordinates Q, using the fact that the transformation matrix from Cartesians to Q is KTB:
We can formally define the forces (gradients) in the redundant coordinate system (Q T R T) Tby simply assigning zero forces to the redundant coordinates. The extended gradient vector, (eIl T OT) T, can now be transformed back to original coordinates q, using the nonsingular transformation matrix (K L), yielding a force (gradient) vector in redundant coordinates which is very much analogous to the usual gradient vector. We do not go into the details of this transformation because the result can be formulated in a simpler way using the concept of generalized inverse. The latter will be denoted here by a minus sign superscript, to distinguish it from the ordinary inverse. The generalized inverse of a singular matrix G can be expressed from the eigenvalue equation (3) as G-= (K -I (7) i.e., by transforming the matrix to diagonal form, inverting the nonzero diagonal elements, and transforming it back. For a nonsingular matrix, the generalized inverse is identical to the ordinary inverse. An alternative, and numerically more efficient method of calculating the generalized inverse, is based on the singular-value decomposition. 18 We used Eq. (7) exclusively to calculate the generalized inverse and found it completely satisfactory. However, the singular-value decomposition method may be useful in optimizing very large molecules which occur in empirical or semiempirical calculations. In practice, the numerical eigenvalues of a singular matrix do not vanish exactly, and therefore the zero condition should be replaced by a check for smallness. In the usual units, a good threshold is 10 - 7. Using the generalized inverse, the gradient vector in redundant coordinates is given by (8) which differs from the usual formula l7 only in substituting the generalized inverse for the common inverse. In Eq. redundant coordinates, cI» is the force vector in the intermediate nonredundant coordinate system Q, and f is the Cartesian force vector. Note that Eq. (8) does not require the explicit definition of the redundancy condition; the latter is implicitly included through the generalized inverse. The fact that the forces in Eq. (8) refer to the original coordinate system is an advantage; in contrast, the forces cI» are expressed in coordinates which may be complicated linear combinations of the original coordinates. The physical significance of the force (or gradient) vector in redundant coordinates is of some interest. It is easy to prove that the above definition is unique if we require the following two conditions: (1) the first-order change in the energy is given by dE = -cpdq; and (2) at a stationary point, cp = O. Both of these conditions are satisfied by the usual gradient vector. This line of thought can be followed to the next stages of geometry optimization: the updating of the internal coordinates, and the calculation of the Cartesians for the next gradient evaluation. We require that the updating in the redundant coordinate system q should give the same results as the updating in the nonredundant coordinates Q. It is useful to introduce the projector P to the nonredundant subspace of the coordinates:
The requirement formulated above leads to the following inverse Hessian in redundant coordinates:
where F is the original force-constant matrix (Hessian) in redundant coordinates. Note that it is essential to include the projector P both before and after the generalized inverse operation. Equation ( 10) is identical to F -I if the coordinates system is nonredundant. The updating formula in the simplest case becomes Ilq = -Hcp. (11 ) The geometry direct inversion in the iterative subspace (DIIS) method 19 can be directly applied to the redundant case. It appears that the usual force-constant updating methods, in particular, the widely used BFGS (Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shann0 20 ) variable metric method, are also applicable directly in redundant coordinates.
The final step in geometry optimization using internal coordinates is the generation of the new Cartesian coordinates. Because of the nonlinear nature of this transformation, this is usually done iteratively/ using the first-order formula By simply substituting the generalized inverse for the inverse in Eq. (13), this formula becomes applicable to the redundant case.
Although the principle used in the above derivation is the same as Schlegel's suggestion,12 working directly with redundant coordinates, instead of transforming the forceconstant matrix to a nonredundant coordinate system, offers both practical and theoretical advantages. There are two practical advantages. (1) There is no need to construct a nonredundant coordinate system; this procedure is cumbersome and error prone in larger molecules. (2) With use of the formalism developed above, the computer program is exactly the same for the redundant and nonredundant cases. The only disadvantage is that the present scheme involves some extra computational work in the transformation stage if the coordinate system is not redundant. However, in ab initio work, this is negligible.
The present method is also theoretically superior to the explicit transformation method because it performs the (implicit) transformation to nonredundant coordinates in every step. This is likely to produce a better Hessian than a single transformation at the initial geometry if geometry changes in the course of the iteration are significant.
III. EXAMPLES
The technique described above has been implemented in our TX90 program package. IS All three examples given below employ ab initio self-consistent-field (SCF) theory, using the 4_2IG(*)7.8 or the 6-3IG* (Ref. 9) basis sets, as noted in Tables I and II . The starting geometries were obtained by preoptimizing with the MMX force field included in PCMODEL. 21 The Hessian was a simple diagonal force field, set automatically by the program. Table I compares the history of the optimization of azetidine, (CH 2 ) 3 NH in redundant and nonredundant coordinate systems. The redundant coordinate system consists of all bond lengths, the four-ring angles, and the four-ring torsions, and our usual natural CH 2 and NH deformational coordinates;7.8 the latter include scissoring, rocking, wagging, and twisting 7 . 8 for CH 2 , as well as rocking and out-ofplane bending for the NH group. This coordinate system has Table II . In such a cagelike structure it is difficult to define redundancy-free coordinates in a physically reasonable way. The use of ring coordinates for more than one ring inevitably leads to redundancy due to shared angles and torsions. We used the coordinates provided by our automatic internal coordinate generator. Cagelike structures are not yet included in this program, and thus the program generates the usual ring coordinates 8 for only one of the rings, and treats the bridge simply as a chain, using the regular internal coordinates for chains. This leads to 66 coordinates, i.e., six redundancies. As Table II shows, this coordinate system, although not symmetrical, works very well for this system: strict convergence is achieved in only four steps. The symmetry of the initial geometry was close to D 3h , and we have maintained a subgroup of this point group, C 2v , during optimization. The final geometry has D3h symmetry and it is a mimimum within this point group. However, the potential energy along a path which lowers the symmetry to D3 is very shallow, and we have not investigated whether our structure is a true minimum or possibly a saddle point along this path. Any possible D3 distortion must be small. The number of independent geometry parameters is 6 under the D3h point group ·and increases to 11 under D3 • A more complex case is the skeleton of the taxol molecule (Fig. I) . Taxol 22 is a promising anticancer agent; it differs from the C l6 O 2 H22 molecule in Fig. 1 by substituting four methy I and six hydroxy or esterified hydroxy groups for hydrogens. As in the previous case, the redundancy is not easy to avoid because of the bridge between the eight-ring and one six-ring. As discussed in Ref. 8 and above, there is no natural redundance-free coordinate system in bridged polycyclic compounds. The use of natural coordinates for each of the four rings yieldS 115 internal coordinates, i.e., one redundancy, caused by the 1,3 ring fusion. Table III shows the optimization history for this molecule, using the same procedure as for azetidine. The only significant difference is that for taxol we use o./fset/orces 8 to correct for systematic errors in the limited basis-set SCF procedure. Considering the size of the system, and the very simple initial Hessian, convergence in 10-11 steps is satisfactory. We have not checked rigorously whether the resulting geometry is a true local minimum because of the cost involved. However, the optimization history strongly indicates that the final geometry, available from the first author upon request, is a minimum.
Two other examples, the geometry optimization of porphine, C 20 N4 H 14 , and of norbornane, C 7 H 12 , were given in Ref. 8(a) without a detailed discussion. The results in these cases confirm the present conclusions. 
